
   Hey Batter, Batter…
 WOOD VS METAL VS COMPOSITE BATS



QUESTION
My question is  which bat will be more superior,wood vs 
aluminum vs composite? 
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Research
Wood bats

ALUMINUM bats are said to be superior to wood because they are lighter bats have a 
greater hitting area not just a sweet spot. Aluminum bats lose some of their pop after each 
hit. 
Source: www.batdigest.com / best - youth- baseball .wood bats 
      Wood bats have a small sweet spot which helps a player focus on hitting the right spot 
of the bat. Wood bats increases youth strength due to wood bats having much higher 
swinging weights.
       
4/30/1996        ALUMINUM     NEWS ARTICLE
Source: www.batdigest.com latimes.com / archives/ la/pm
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Exact carbon composite material.  The biggest benefit received  by composite 
bats is the level of pop and less stinging  vibration. With complex blend of 
carbon fiber material propels the baseball further and quicker than 
Aluminum.
https://www.2018youthbats.com/blog/composite-vs-aluminum-bats 

Research

Hypothesis
 I believe if you can master your swing with a wood bat then you  can out 
hit a composite and Aluminum bat. By hitting the baseball in the sweet 
spot with the solid mass of a wood bat it will transfer all the kinetic 
energy into the baseball and send it farther away from the batter.
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MATERIALS
● Composite Bat
● Wood Bat
● Aluminum Bat
● Tee Bat
● An auto pitcher
● 100 foot measuring tape
● 25 baseballs
● Tiny Flag
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PROCEDURES
Step 1 :
Batter A grabs bat A steps up to the batting tee hits baseball 25 times and measures 
the distance after each hit.
Step 2:
Batter B grabs bat B stups up to the batting tee hits 25 times and measures the 
distance after each hit.
Step 3:
Repeat step 1 and step 2 substitute Bat A for Bat B.
Step 4:
Repeat step 1 and step 2 substitute Bat B and Bat C.
Step 5:
Repeat step 1,2,3 and 4 substitute The batting tee for a pitching machine
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Design and experiment variables
I am going to have two batters and use three different bats (wood,aluminum and 
composite) in a 150 baseball bat shootout. 

75  from a batting tee and 75 from a baseball  pitching machine. Batter A will be a 
experienced youth league baseball player.  Batter B will be a non experience youth.       

Hitting a ball from a baseball tee.
Hitting from a pitching machine.
Batter A size and skill vs Batter B size and skill.  
Location and weather.
The materials of the bats.
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11DATA- Batter One 



12DATA- Batter Two
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RESULTS
Batter One hit the farthest  with the Composite bat with a distances of 
242.22 feet.  The  Wood bat  out performed the Metal bat which Batter One 
had the most trouble with using. Batter Two performed the best with the 
Metal Bat with a distance of a 175.23 feet. Batter twos performance with 
the Wood and Composite bat where so close that the Composite bat slid by 
with 1.32 more feet than the Wood bat. There is a big difference between 
the skill level of Batter Two and skill level of Batter one. Batter One  had 
trouble with the wood bat. Batter two had trouble with the metal bat.
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CONCLUSION
It turns out that that Batter One out performed Batter Two with 
all three bats. Based on the Skill level of the two batters the 
Composite Bat was the best for the more advanced hitter and the 
Metal bat performed best for the beginner skill level of Batter Two. 
My experiment could have gone differently based on the order of the 
baseball bats being used and more rest time was aloud between 
each set of 25 hits. By the time both batters used the wood bat 
they were tired from the 50 hits with the Metal and Composite 
bats.


